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ABSTRACT
Close white dwarf binaries consisting of a white dwarf and an A, F, G or K type main sequence
star, henceforth close WD+AFGK binaries, are ideal systems to understand the nature of type Ia
supernovae progenitors and to test binary evolution models. In this work we identify 775 WD+AFGK
candidates from TGAS (The Tycho-Gaia Astrometric Solution) and Gaia Data Release 2 (DR2), a
well-defined sample of stars with available parallaxes, and we measure radial velocities (RVs) for 275
of them with the aim of identifying close binaries. The RVs have been measured from high resolution
spectra obtained at the Xinglong 2.16 m Telescope and the San Pedro Ma´rtir 2.12 m Telescope and/or
from available LAMOST DR6 (low-resolution) and RAVE DR5 (medium-resolution) spectra. We
identify 23 WD+AFGK systems displaying more than 3σ RV variation among 151 systems for which
the measured values are obtained from different nights. Our WD+AFGK binary sample contains both
AFGK dwarfs and giants, with a giant fraction ∼ 43%. The close binary fractions we determine for
the WD+AFGK dwarf and giant samples are ' 24 % and '15 %, respectively. We also determine
the stellar parameters (i.e. effective temperature, surface gravity, metallicity, mass and radius) of the
AFGK companions with available high resolution spectra. The stellar parameter distributions of the
AFGK companions that are members of close and wide binary candidates do not show statistically
significant differences.
Keywords: binaries: close — stars: early-type — white dwarfs
jjren@nao.cas.cn
1. INTRODUCTION
A large fraction of stars are born in binary systems
(Ducheˆne & Kraus 2013). Thus, the study of binary
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2evolution represents an important part in our under-
standing of stellar evolution. The majority (' 75 %)
of medium/low-mass main sequence binaries have rela-
tively large orbital separations, evolving as if they were
single stars and never interacting (de Kool 1992; Willems
& Kolb 2004). The remaining ' 25 % are believed to
undergo dynamically unstable mass transfer episodes,
when the more massive star evolves into a red giant
or asymptotic giant, which generally results in a com-
mon envelope (CE) phase (Paczynski 1976; Iben & Livio
1993; Webbink 2008). After the ejection of the CE
(Passy et al. 2012; Ricker & Taam 2012), a close post-
CE binary (PCEB) is formed, which contains a compact
object, usually a white dwarf (WD, that is the former
core of the giant star) and a main-sequence (MS) star
companion.
PCEBs evolve to shorter orbital periods through angu-
lar momentum loss driven by magnetic braking and/or
gravitational wave emission. Depending upon the stel-
lar masses and orbital separations, PCEBs may un-
dergo a second CE stage, presumably leading to double-
degenerate binaries (Nelemans et al. 2001; Rebassa-
Mansergas et al. 2017a; Breedt et al. 2017; Kilic et al.
2017); or enter a semi-detached state and become cata-
clysmic variables (CVs; Ga¨nsicke et al. 2009; Pala et al.
2017) or super-soft X-ray sources (SSSs; Kalomeni et al.
2016; Parsons et al. 2015). Double degenerate binaries,
CVs (most probably the recurrent novae) and SSSs are
of high interest, since they are considered to be the pos-
sible progenitors of Type Ia supernova (SN Ia; Langer
et al. 2000), see Parthasarathy et al. (2007) and Wang &
Han (2012) for a review of the various types of promising
observed SN Ia progenitors.
Although it is well established that SN Ia are related
to the thermonuclear ignition of a C/O core WD, there
is not yet a general consensus on the pathways lead-
ing to the explosion (Han & Podsiadlowski 2004; Wang
et al. 2010; Wang 2018). This may limit the use of SN
Ia as cosmological probes (Riess et al. 1998; Perlmutter
et al. 1999). Up to five different scenarios have been
proposed leading to the explosion of SN Ia: the single-
and double-degenerate scenario, the core degenerate sce-
nario, the double-detonation and the WD+WD collision
scenario (see Soker 2018, and references therein). It is
likely that all these channels contribute to the observed
SN Ia population, but no current population synthesis
model can reproduce both the observed SN Ia rates and
delay time distributions (Maoz & Mannucci 2012; Maoz
et al. 2012; Wang & Han 2012).
Depending on the mass ratio and orbital period,
PCEBs with more massive (A, F, G and early-K spec-
tral type) MS secondary stars may either evolve through
a second CE and become double-degenerates (Wang &
Han 2012), or some may begin mass transfer (depends on
mass retention) to explode as near/sub-Chandrasekhar
SN Ia (Whelan & Iben 1973; Flo¨rs et al. 2020). There-
fore, WD+AFGK PCEBs hold the potential to statis-
tically test which progenitor channel is more efficient
for producing SN Ia, i.e. observations of detached close
WD+AFGK binaries offer us the potential to simulta-
neously sample the progenitors of many SN Ia channels.
We have initiated a large-scale observational project
dedicated to (1) identify a large sample of WD+AFGK
candidates and to (2) search for systems displaying sig-
nificant radial velocity (RV) variations, i.e. likely close
WD+AFGK PCEBs, for measuring their orbital pe-
riods. Our goals are both predicting the future of
these close binary systems to test possible SN Ia pro-
genitor channels and constraining their past evolution
to test the dependence of CE efficiency with the sec-
ondary star mass. To identify WD+AFGK binaries we
have previously mined the Radial Velocity Experiment
(RAVE) (Kordopatis et al. 2013) and LAMOST sur-
veys. The detailed identification methodology was pre-
sented in Parsons et al. (Paper I; 2016), which mainly
uses a Teff (effective temperature of the MS companion)
vs. FUV−NUV (the GALEX far-UV minus near-UV
colour) selection criteria. Until now, 430 WD+AFGK
binaries have been identified from RAVE data release
(DR) 4 (Paper I), and 1549 from LAMOST DR4 (Paper
II; Rebassa-Mansergas et al. 2017b). Follow-up spec-
troscopic observations have allowed the identification of
24 close LAMOST WD+AFGK systems displaying RV
variation above the 3-σ level (Paper II). The first hier-
archical triple system in this White Dwarf Binary Path-
ways Survey, and the limited and acceptable fraction of
contamination of WD+AFGK sample from hierarchical
triple systems containing a WD is presented in Lagos
et al. (Paper III; 2020). The final goal of this project is
to present a large number of WD+AFGK binaries with
measured orbital periods, see Hernandez et al. (Paper
IV; 2020, submitted) for the first results.
In this paper, we expand our search of WD+AFGK
binaries by harvesting from the Tycho-Gaia (hereafter
TGAS) catalogue of stars with measured parallaxes in
the first Gaia data release (DR1; Lindegren et al. 2016;
Michalik et al. 2015). This sample, which we later com-
plemented with the observations from the Gaia Data
Release 2 (DR2; Gaia Collaboration et al. 2018), offers a
great potential to study a statistically significant num-
ber of systems and a step towards a volume complete
sample that can be built with the forthcoming third
Gaia data release. We then describe our high-resolution
follow-up spectroscopic observations performed at the
3Xinglong 2.16 m and San Pedro Ma´rtir (SPM) 2.12 m
telescopes. We determine their RVs and present the
identified close binaries. We also measure the stellar pa-
rameters of the AFGK companions from our spectra and
perform a statistical analysis of the properties of close
and wide binary candidates.
2. THE WD+AFGK SAMPLE
2.1. Preliminary selection from the Tycho-Gaia
astrometric solution catalogue
The first release of the Gaia mission was presented in
September 2016 (Gaia Collaboration et al. 2016a), which
marked the beginning of a new era in astrometry. The
combination of the Tycho-2 catalogue (Høg et al. 2000)
with Gaia DR1 (Gaia Collaboration et al. 2016a) led to
the Tycho-Gaia astrometric solution (TGAS; Michalik
et al. 2015; Gaia Collaboration et al. 2016b; Lindegren
et al. 2016) catalogue, which provides positions, pho-
tometry in the broad visual G band, proper motions
and parallaxes with typical accuracy (uncertainties in
parallaxes typically under 1 mas) of Hipparcos level or
better for about two million stars up to ∼ 11.5 mag.
With the aim of identifying WD+AFGK binaries
within TGAS, we cross-matched a sub-set of sources,
limited to a parallax precision of σ$/$ ≤ 0.15,
with the latest GALEX release (FUV ≤ 19 mag;
Bianchi et al. 2017). The resulting ≈ 13 000 sources
were complemented with optical to infrared photometry
from the AAVSO Photometric All-Sky Survey (APASS
DR9; Henden et al. 2015), Two-Micron All-Sky Survey
(2MASS; Skrutskie et al. 2006), and the Wide-field In-
frared Survey Explorer (WISE; Wright et al. 2010). This
sample was later supplemented, and re-analyzed, with
the addition of Gaia DR2 photometry and parallaxes
(see Section 2.2).
Using a grid of synthetic spectra from the PHOENIX
library (Husser et al. 2013)1, we estimated effective tem-
peratures (Teff), stellar radii (R), and interstellar extinc-
tion (AV ), via χ
2 minimization of the observed and mod-
elled spectral energy distributions (SED). Surface grav-
ity (log g) and metallicity ([Fe/H)] are also fitted, for
the benefit of reaching the best fit, although the former
is typically poorly determined and the latter is a-priori
constrained to vary around 0.0±0.5 dex; hence, they are
discarded as reliable estimates. For the SED fitting, we
also used the TGAS parallaxes and the total-column of
dust (Schlegel et al. 1998) as external constraints, and
1 For the synthetic photometry we used the Tycho band-passes
and zero-points, and 2MASS zero-points determined by Ma´ız
Apella´niz (2006), APASS zero-points by Munari et al. (2014),
and WISE zero-points as prescribed in the survey paper.
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Figure 1. UV colours and photometric temperatures of
≈ 13 000 TGAS stars (orange cloud). Note that we only
show 775 TGAS-selected candidates (blue symbols), result-
ing from our improved classification with Gaia DR2 and
the cross-match with SIMBAD. The black and grey, solid
curves represent the intrinsic colours of single stars with
log g = 4.5, 3.5 and [Fe/H] = 0, −1, respectively, deter-
mined for the PHOENIX grid of synthetic models (Husser
et al. 2013). The dashed black curves represent the intrinsic
colours of unresolved WD+AFGK binaries for a range of WD
temperatures (shown in figure) determined from log g = 8
synthetic models (Koester 2010).
we adopted the RV = 3.1 wavelength-dependent red-
dening law of Fitzpatrick (1999). Initially we undertook
a brute force approach, evaluating the χ2 at each point
of a tailored grid of models, followed by a Nelder-Mead
method to identify the best-fit. Both methods are imple-
mented in the python’s scipy (Virtanen et al. 2020a)
and lmfit packages. The fitting procedure excluded
the GALEX FUV and NUV bands, where the opti-
cally brighter AFGK stars are assumed to contribute
less than their WD companions.
Thus, adopting a similar, although more relaxed selec-
tion criterion as defined in Paper I, we identified as possi-
ble WD+AFGK candidates 985 stars with Teff ≤ 8000 K
and 1.5 mag bluer than the intrinsic FUV−NUV colours
of PHOENIX models with log g = 3.5 and [Fe/H] = −1.
This cut enables us to remove typically metal-poor,
non-binary systems that constitute the majority of the
TGAS sample (see Figure 1).
2.2. Cross-match with the second data release of Gaia
Two years after the release of TGAS, the second data
release of Gaia made available GBP and GRP photom-
etry and improved astrometry for all our previously se-
lected binary candidates. The new data caused a sig-
nificant improvement, of which we have taken advan-
tage for the refinement of the TGAS WD+AFGK can-
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Figure 2. The HR diagrams for the ≈ 13 000 cross-matched
TGAS-GALEX stars (orange dots), which use the TGAS
and Gaia DR2 data (top and bottom panels, respectively).
Symbols and colours as in Figure 1. The overlaid dashed
curves are the MESA/MIST evolutionary tracks, while the
black solid curves represent the zero-age and the terminal-
age main sequences (ZAMS and TAMS, respectively; Choi
et al. 2016). In Table A1 we label as dwarfs/giants all stars
below/above the TAMS track.
didate selection via the SED-fitting procedure described
in the previous section. We adopted the Gaia DR2 par-
allax zero-point of −0.029 mas (Lindegren et al. 2018)
and the revised passbands, G-band correction, and zero-
points (Ma´ız Apella´niz & Weiler 2018). We also used
new 2MASS zero-points (Ma´ız Apella´niz & Pantaleoni
Gonza´lez 2018). Because of the high-precision of the
Gaia-DR2 parallaxes, adopting d ∝ $−1 is an accu-
rate approximation of the distance-estimates provided
by Bailer-Jones et al. (2018). This refined sample con-
tains 814 WD+AFGK candidates (Figure 1). In addi-
tion, we estimated the uncertainties of photometrically
determined stellar parameters by using the python
Markov Chain Monte Carlo sampler (emcee; Foreman-
Mackey et al. 2019). The Appendix Table A1 contains
the relevant photometric and astrometric data, as well
as the results of the SED-fitting analysis.
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Figure 3. GALEX HR diagram. Symbols and colours as in
Figure 2 for the TGAS-GALEX cross-matched stars and our
775 WD+AFGK candidates. Hot-subdwarf with AFGKM
companions (Geier 2020) are plotted as green squares. The
intrinsic magnitudes and colours of log g = 8 WDs are shown
on the left as solid black curve, while the composite colours
and absolute magnitudes of WD+AFGK binaries are plotted
as dashed curves. The Solar-metallicity ZAMS and TAMS
are plotted as in Figure 2.
The striking improvement delivered by Gaia DR2 is
visualized through the comparison between the TGAS
and Gaia DR2 Hertzsprung-Russell (HR) diagrams in
Figure 2, where main-sequence and giant stars can be
unequivocally identified (as noted in Table A1). In ad-
dition, the Gaia DR2 parallaxes can also be used to
construct a GALEX HR diagram, showing that the con-
tamination of our sample from other compact UV-bright
objects, like the hot-subdwarf stars (Geier 2020), is min-
imal (see Figure 3).
2.3. Cross-match with SIMBAD
We cross-match the 814 selected WD+AFGK candi-
dates with SIMBAD (Wenger et al. 2000), to obtain
their SIMBAD classifications. Most of our systems are
classified as “Star” or “High proper-motion Star”. There
are also 36 WD+AFGK candidates that are classified
as “Carbon star” (1), “Classical Cepheid” (1), “CV
DQ Her type” (1), “Eclipsing binaries” (19), “Eruptive
variable star” (2), “Galaxy” (1), “Herbig Ae/Be star”
(1), “Horizontal branch star” (1), “Hot subdwarf” (2),
“Nova-like star” (1), “Planetary nebula” (1), “Pulsat-
ing variable star” (2), “T Tau-type star” (1), “Variable
star of RR Lyr type” (2). We exclude these 36 “possible
contaminants” from our WD+AFGK sample, which is
thus reduced to 778 systems.
Furthermore, of the 778 system, there are three
candidates (TYC 3793-959-1, TYC 265-1112-1, and
TYC 2523-2620-1) which are re-classified as contami-
5nants (MS binaries or triple systems harboring two MS
stars and a WD) by us later after investigating our
follow-up high resolution spectra (displaying double-
lines), which will be published in a forthcoming paper.
Thus, there are in total 39 “possible contaminants” in
our sample. After excluding them, we finally obtain
775 WD+AFGK candidates. The SIMBAD classifica-
tion information of the 775 WD+AFGK candidates and
39 excluded “possible contaminants” are listed in Ta-
ble A1.
2.4. Cross-match with RAVE DR5 and LAMOST DR6
RAVE is a multi-fibre spectroscopic astronomical sur-
vey of stars in the Milky Way. It is operated through
the 1.2-m UK Schmidt Telescope of the Australian As-
tronomical Observatory (AAO). As a Southern hemi-
sphere survey, RAVE covers 20 000 square degrees of
the sky. The primary aim of RAVE is to derive the
RVs, stellar parameters and elemental abundances of
stars to study the structure, formation and evolution
of our Milky Way (Kunder et al. 2017). RAVE targets
bright stars in the magnitude range 8< I< 12 mag. The
RAVE spectra cover the spectral region 8410 – 8794 A˚
which contains the infrared Calcium triplet, with a re-
solving power of R∼ 7500. This allows obtaining RVs
with a median precision better than 1.5 km s−1 and good
precision stellar atmospheric parameters and chemical
abundances (Kunder et al. 2017). RAVE largely over-
laps with TGAS, i.e. 249 603 spectra of 215 590 unique
TGAS stars have been observed by RAVE. By com-
paring our WD+AFGK list with the newest release of
RAVE (i.e. DR5; Kunder et al. 2017), we found 104 sys-
tems in common (corresponding to 125 RAVE spectra,
marked in the “Spec” column in Table A1).
LAMOST is a quasi-meridian reflecting Schmidt tele-
scope of ∼ 4 m effective aperture and a field of view of
5 deg in diameter (Cui et al. 2012; Liu et al. 2020), lo-
cated in Xinglong station of National Astronomical Ob-
servatories, Chinese Academy of Sciences. Being a ded-
icated large-scale survey telescope, LAMOST uses 4000
fibres to obtain spectra of celestial objects as well as sky
background and calibration sources in one single expo-
sure. LAMOST spectra cover the entire optical wave-
length range (' 3700 – 9000A˚) at a resolving power R
∼ 1800 (Luo et al. 2015). LAMOST DR6 low resolu-
tion spectroscopic survey has made use of 4577 plates,
of which 75 % are VB/B plates (very bright plates:
r≤ 14 mag, bright plates: 14 mag≤ r≤ 16.8 mag), 41 %
are VB plates, similar to those summarized in Ren et al.
(2018). Thus, a large fraction of stars observed by LAM-
OST are bright. By cross-matching our WD+AFGK
binary list with LAMOST DR6, we found 82 targets in
Table 1. Summary of the WD+AFGK candidates identified in
this work.
Name Number
Total number of sources with UV colors and photometric Teff ≈ 13 000
The initial selected WD+AFGK candidates in TGAS 985
The Gaia DR2 refined sample of WD+AFGK candidates 814
The final sample after removing contaminants 775
with available RAVE DR5 spectra 104
with available LAMOST DR6 spectra 82
common (corresponding to 138 LAMOST spectra, see
the “Spec” column in Table A1).
Table 1 presents a summary of our WD+AFGK sam-
ple. As mentioned in Section 2.3, after excluding the 37
“possible contaminants”, we obtain a sample containing
775 WD+AFGK candidates. Of them, 37 and 20 candi-
dates have been published in our previous RAVE DR4
(Paper I) and LAMOST DR4 WD+AFGK sample (Pa-
per II), respectively. The last column of Table A1 marks
those already published before. Therefore, 718 are new
WD+AFGK candidates, of which 67 have the new avail-
able RAVE DR5 spectra and 62 have the LAMOST DR6
spectra (see Appendix Table A2 for the detailed infor-
mation), all of which will be used in our following RV
measurements.
3. OBSERVATIONS
As demonstrated in Paper II, high-resolution spectra
are needed to efficiently identify low inclination (. 5 deg)
and/or long orbital period systems (& 100 d), which is
especially important for identifying systems that will
evolve through a second CE phase and thus become SN
Ia double-degenerate progenitor candidates. Our obser-
vations were hence carried out by using the Xinglong
2.16 m telescope (hereafter, XL216; Fan et al. 2016) and
the San Pedro Ma´rtir 2.12 m telescope, both equipped
with Echelle spectrographs.
We observed 93 WD+AFGK candidates during 23
nights from the XL216. The observing log is summa-
rized in Table 2. The instrument terminal we used was
the High Resolution fiber-fed Spectrograph (HRS), thus
providing Echelle spectra of a 49 800 resolving power
for a fixed slit width of 0.19 mm, and covering the
∼ 3650 – 10 000 A˚ wavelength range (Fan et al. 2016).
The Thorium-Argon (hereafter, Th-Ar) arc spectra were
taken at the beginning and end of each night. The HRS
works in a very stable environment, where the tempera-
ture is quite stable. The stability of the HRS instrument
for the RV measurement is rms =± 6 m s−1 (Fan et al.
2016). 214 spectra were obtained for 93 WD+AFGK
candidates, of which 92 were observed at least twice and
6Table 2. The observation summary of high resolution spectroscopy.
Date NSpec Telescope Weather Seeing Exposure time S/N
(arcsec) (second)
20170706 3 SPM+Echelle cirrus 1.6 ' 1200 5 – 10
20170709 3 SPM+Echelle cirrus 1.8 ' 1200 5 – 10
20170710 1 SPM+Echelle cirrus 1.6 ' 1200 13
20170711 1 SPM+Echelle cirrus 1.6 ' 1200 13
20171202 18 XL216+HRS clear 2.3 100 – 2400 25 – 100
20171203 15 XL216+HRS clear 2.7 400 – 3300 25 – 80
20171204 18 XL216+HRS clear 2.5 200 – 2400 25 – 80
20180104 9 XL216+HRS cloudy 2.5 400 – 3600 25 – 110
20180110 10 SPM+Echelle cloudy/windy 2.1 ' 1200 10 – 20
20180110 4 XL216+HRS clear 3.5 360 – 3600 25 – 40
20180111 3 SPM+Echelle cloudy/windy 1.8 ' 1200 10 – 22
20180111 19 XL216+HRS clear 2.5 100 – 1200 10 – 50
20180112 10 SPM+Echelle cloudy/windy 1.8 ' 1200 12 – 19
20180113 9 SPM+Echelle cirrus/windy 1.8 ' 1200 9 – 16
20180114 5 SPM+Echelle clear 1.3 ' 1200 11 – 21
20180116 5 SPM+Echelle cirrus 1.8 ' 1200 9 – 18
20180220 19 XL216+HRS cloudy 2.0 40 – 2400 25 – 90
20180221 15 XL216+HRS clear 2.0 500 – 2400 30 – 70
20180222 13 XL216+HRS cloudy 2.0 100 – 2400 25 – 65
20180225 3 XL216+HRS cloudy 2.0 900 – 2400 25 – 80
20180226 15 XL216+HRS clear 2.0 400 – 1400 25 – 45
20180305 3 XL216+HRS clear 4.0 3600 27 – 37
20180502 9 XL216+HRS clear 2.3 200 – 1800 22 – 50
20180503 13 XL216+HRS clear 2.0 180 – 1400 14 – 50
20180504 4 XL216+HRS cloudy 2.0 1200 – 3000 20 – 30
20180505 5 XL216+HRS cloudy 2.2 300 – 3300 20 – 40
20180506 8 XL216+HRS cloudy 2.0 900 – 3000 20 – 37
20180527 4 XL216+HRS cloudy 2.1 1800 – 2400 15 – 39
20180601 6 XL216+HRS clear 2.1 400 – 2400 29 – 40
20180602 3 XL216+HRS cloudy 2.2 1000 – 3600 22 – 49
20180607 6 XL216+HRS clear 2.5 30 – 1500 28 – 65
20180626 2 XL216+HRS clear 2.5 1800 – 3600 35 – 40
20180627 3 XL216+HRS clear 2.1 1200 – 1800 40 – 46
Note—In this table we list the observational date, the number of spectra obtained per night,
the instruments (telescopes and spectrographs) we used, the corresponding weather, seeing,
exposure time range and S/N range (S/N is estimated at∼ 8500 A˚ for XL216+HRS spectrum,
and ∼ 6000 A˚ for SPM+Echelle spectrum) during the observations.
on different nights. Only one system (TYC 4698-895-
1) was observed just once. The spectra were reduced
by using the IRAF package (Tody 1986, 1993) following
the standard procedures: bias subtraction, flat-field cor-
rection, scattered-light subtraction, spectra extraction,
wavelength calibration (based on Th-Ar arc spectra),
and continuum normalization (by using the IRAF task
“continuum” order by order).
Eight nights of observations were carried out using
the Echelle spectrograph attached to the 2.12 m tele-
scope at the San Pedro Ma´rtir Observatory in Baja Cal-
ifornia, Me´xico. The corresponding resolving power is
R∼ 20 000 for a slit width of 2.8 arcsec, covering the
3650 – 7300 A˚ wavelength range. Arc spectra were taken
before and after each object. 50 high resolution spectra
were obtained for 22 WD+AFGK candidates, of which
18 have at least two spectra obtained on different nights.
The data reduction procedures of SPM spectra are the
same as the XL216 spectra.
To summarize, we obtained 264 high resolution spec-
tra for 104 WD+AFGK candidates, each of them having
at least two spectra obtained on different nights.
4. RADIAL VELOCITY MEASUREMENTS
4.1. High resolution spectra
We measured the RVs from the 214 spectra obtained
from the XL216 telescope by fitting the normalised Ca II
absorption triplet (at 8498.03, 8542.09, and 8662.14 A˚)
with a combination of a second order polynomial and a
triple-Gaussian profile of fixed separations, as described
in Paper II. Only when the Ca II absorption triplet was
too noisy to get a reliable RV, the normalized Na I dou-
7Figure 4. Line fitting examples for the Na I D doublet (top
panel) and Ca II triplet (bottom panel) profile of a high res-
olution spectrum from XL216 telescope. The vertical red
dashed line shows the fitted line center. The fitted RVs and
fitting errors are shown in the figure too.
blet at ∼ 5890 A˚ (i.e. 5889.951 and 5895.924 A˚) was
used. In this case we used a second order polynomial
and a double-Gaussian profile of fixed separation. The
RV uncertainty is obtained by summing the fitted er-
ror and a systematic error of 0.5 km s−1in quadrature,
which is an appropriate value for spectra of Signal-to-
Noise ratio (S/N)∼ 25–30, based on our experience with
this instrument.
An example of double Gaussian fit to the Na I dou-
blet profile and triple Gaussian fit to the Ca II triplet
profile can be seen in Figure 4. Figure 5 shows a com-
parison between the RVs determined from Ca II triplet
and the Na I doublet from the same spectra, which are
in good agreement despite the fact that the Na I feature
is usually affected by interstellar absorption.
Given that the SPM spectra only cover the 3650 –
7300 A˚ wavelength range, the RVs are determined by
fitting the Na I doublet. The RV uncertainty is obtained
by summing up the error obtained from the fit and a
systematic error of 1 km s−1 (R∼ 20 000) in quadrature.
4.2. RVs from RAVE/LAMOST spectra
The RVs of the 104 WD+AFGK candidates with 125
RAVE spectra are taken from the DR5 catalogue (Kun-
der et al. 2017), which are determined by an automatic
pipeline using a standard cross-correlation procedure.
For the RAVE RV uncertainties, we incorporate a sys-
tematic error of 3 km s−1 due to the medium resolution
(R∼ 7500) of RAVE spectra. For the 138 LAMOST
spectra of 82 candidates as mentioned in Section 2, We
measured the RVs for 128 good quality spectra of 80
Figure 5. Comparison of RVs determined by fitting Ca II
triplet and Na I doublet for the 112 spectra observed with
the XL216.
Table 3. The RVs table of the 275 WD+AFGK candidates.
Name HJD RV Errfit Errtot Telescope
(d) (km s−1) (km s−1) (km s−1)
TYC 1006-4-1 2458170.36445 −18.854 0.419 0.652 XL216
TYC 1006-4-1 2458172.30624 −19.139 0.469 0.685 XL216
TYC 1010-403-1 2457860.34272 −16.685 5.696 11.509 LAMOST
TYC 1010-403-1 2457917.19322 −26.570 4.586 11.001 LAMOST
TYC 1020-875-1 2457528.30082 −18.835 2.986 10.436 LAMOST
TYC 110-755-1 2458170.07184 −37.246 0.255 0.561 XL216
TYC 110-755-1 2458176.04568 −42.918 0.589 0.772 XL216
TYC 1131-1838-1 2458272.28582 −7.703 0.334 0.601 XL216
TYC 1131-1838-1 2458277.31122 −7.257 0.241 0.555 XL216
TYC 1191-179-1 2457941.89752 10.143 0.477 1.108 SPM
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
Note—This table also lists the HJD, and the telescopes (i.e. XL216,
SPM, LAMOST, RAVE) used for obtaining the spectra.
WD+AFGK candidates by fitting the Ca II absorption
triplet, the other 10 spectra have too bad quality to
measure RVs. For the LAMOST RV uncertainties, the
systematic error we incorporate is 10 km s−1 (Luo et al.
2015).
4.3. The final RV table
By including all the RVs determined from the previ-
ous subsections, we have obtained 517 RV values for 275
WD+AFGK candidates. All the RVs are listed in Ta-
ble 3, which presents the corresponding Heliocentric Ju-
lian Dates (HJD), the RVs and corresponding errors (fit-
ting and total errors), and the telescopes used for obtain-
ing the spectra. In summary, for the 275 WD+AFGK
candidates with available RVs, 154 targets have at least
8Table 4. The number statistics of
available RVs of WD+AFGK candi-
dates from different telescopes.
Telescope NRVs Ntarget N
targets
≥ 2RVs
XL216 214 93 92
SPM 50 22 18
XL216+SPM 264 104[a] 104
RAVE 125 104[b] 20
LAMOST 128 80[c] 29
Total 517 275 151
Note—This table shows the number
statistics of available RVs for different
RV origins for 275 WD+AFGK candi-
dates, which includes the Telescopes,
number of RVs, the corresponding tar-
get number, and the number of tar-
gets with at least two RVs separated
by one night. [a]: Note that 11 targets
were both observed by XL216 and SPM.
[b]: One of them was also observed by
XL216, and one by SPM. [c]: 9 of them
were also observed by XL216, 2 by SPM.
two RVs, 151 have at least two RVs separated by one
night (i.e. only three targets have two RVs at same
night), and 121 have only one RV value (which are ei-
ther from LAMOST or RAVE). Most importantly, for
the 264 RVs (104 targets) obtained from XL216/SPM
high resolution spectral follow-up, all the 104 targets
have at least two RVs separated by one night. Table 4
presents the statistics of all the 517 RVs from different
telescopes.
4.4. Confirmed Radial Velocity Variables
We use the RVs from Table 3 to identify close bina-
ries. That is, a given system will be considered as a
close binary if we detect significant (i.e. > 3σ) RV vari-
ation (Rebassa-Mansergas et al. 2007; Ren et al. 2013).
Conversely, if no RV variation is detected from spectra
observed in at least two different nights, the system is
considered as a likely wide binary candidate.
We identify 23 RV variable AFGK stars (displaying
more than 3σ RV variation), which are suggested to
be members of close binary systems; the remaining 128
targets are suggested to be likely wide-binary mem-
bers. Table 5 gives the detailed number of close/wide
WD+AFGK candidates identified from different tele-
scopes.
Table 6 lists the 23 close binaries and the correspond-
ing telescopes used to detect them, as well as the max-
imum RV shift measured and the corresponding time
span between the observations. Figure 6 plots the maxi-
mum RV shift versus time span for the 23 close binaries.
We can see that the maximum RV shifts vary from ∼ 4
Figure 6. The maximum RV shift versus time span for the
23 close binaries identified in this work. The circles show the
dwarfs (13), while the triangles show the giants (10). Dif-
ferent colors show the close systems detected from different
telescopes.
Table 5. The number of close/wide system can-
didates detected from different telescopes in this
work.
Type XL216/SPM RAVE LAMOST Total
Close 19 3 1 23
Wide 85 17 26 128
Close+Wide 104 20 27 151
Note—This table shows the statistics of close/wide sys-
tem candidates detected from different telescopes.
to 160 km s−1. The close binaries with RV shifts as small
as 4 km s−1were detected from our highest resolution
(R∼ 49 800) spectra (i.e. XL216 data, red open circles
in Figure 6), which agree with the statement of Paper II
claiming that high resolution spectra are needed to iden-
tify close binaries with small RV variations (i.e. these
systems have long orbital periods and/or low orbital in-
clinations; see Figure 5 in Paper II). Furthermore, most
of our close binaries have the time baseline shorter than
∼ 100 d, as our follow-up observations were performed
within half a year. Only four systems detected from
survey data (i.e. LAMOST/RAVE) have considerably
longer time baselines.
5. STELLAR PARAMETERS
5.1. Dwarf/Giant classification
When selecting TGAS WD+AFGK binaries, we only
used the Teff vs. FUV−NUV diagram, without apply-
9Table 6. The information of the 23 close binaries
identified in this work.
Name max RV shift Time span Detect from
(km s−1) (d)
TYC 110-755-1 5.672 5.97384 XL216
TYC 1223-498-1 20.254 10.63028 XL216
TYC 1380-957-1 66.925 5.09723 XL216
TYC 1394-1008-1 13.350 40.14194 XL216
TYC 1428-81-1 30.225 5.12495 SPM
TYC 1655-707-1 34.656 18.97566 XL216
TYC 2292-1379-1 6.178 40.73237 XL216+SPM
TYC 278-239-1 8.445 2.09796 SPM
TYC 2850-1366-1 20.429 1.90052 XL216
TYC 3104-932-1 13.294 25.02232 XL216
TYC 3814-455-1 66.084 681.05243 LAMOST
TYC 3883-1104-1 3.964 125.86194 XL216
TYC 418-2364-1 5.987 70.98452 XL216
TYC 4564-627-1 40.447 61.80570 XL216
TYC 4700-815-1 55.650 77.90281 XL216
TYC 4717-255-1 5.763 42.55069 XL216+SPM
TYC 5523-324-1 7.167 0.87083 SPM
TYC 5856-1958-1 21.590 1429.05347 RAVE
TYC 7443-1018-1 54.294 765.94586 RAVE
TYC 841-433-1 34.559 70.82929 XL216
TYC 856-918-1 7.422 1.97168 SPM
TYC 8873-148-1 163.580 229.34639 RAVE
TYC 969-1420-1 55.438 167.17345 SPM
Note—This table lists the maximum RV shift and the cor-
responding time span for the 23 close binaries. The tele-
scopes used to detect the close binaries are also listed.
ing a log g cut. Thus, our WD+AFGK binary sample
contains both AFGK dwarfs and giants.
The dwarf/giant classification is based on the Gaia
DR2 HR diagram. As inferred from the bottom panel of
Figure 2, the stars below/above the TAMS are classified
as dwarfs/giants respectively. The dwarf/giant classifi-
cation is flagged in the Appendix Table A1. Of the 775
WD+AFGK binaries that form our sample, 443/332 are
classified as dwarfs/giants, i.e. a giant fraction ∼ 43%.
Among the 23 close WD+AFGK candidates we identi-
fied (as shown in Table 6), 10 are giants, which corre-
sponds to a giant fraction ∼ 43% for close systems. We
will discuss the close binary fractions of WD+AFGK
binaries containing dwarf and giant stars in Section 6.
5.2. Stellar parameters from RAVE/LAMOST spectra
For those WD+AFGK binaries with available RAVE
DR5 medium-resolution spectra, the stellar atmospheric
parameters and chemical abundances of their compan-
ions were adopted from Kunder et al. (2017), who used
the same stellar parameter pipeline as in DR4, but cal-
ibrated using recent K2 Campaign 1 seismic gravities
and Gaia benchmark stars, as well as results obtained
Figure 7. The log g vs. Teff diagram for TGAS-
RAVE/LAMOST WD+AFGK candidates with avail-
able RAVE/LAMOST stellar parameters (for S/N> 30).
The circle/square marks the stellar parameters from
RAVE/LAMOST respectively. The black/red colors corre-
spond to the dwarf/giant classification of Section 5.1.
Figure 8. The comparison of spectroscopic Teff deter-
mined from RAVE/LAMOST spectra and the photomet-
ric Teff from Table A1. The black/red colors identify the
RAVE/LAMOST samples, respectively.
from high-resolution studies. The typical uncertainties
in Teff , log g and [M/H] are approximately 250 K, 0.4 dex
and 0.2 dex respectively, but vary with stellar population
and S/N. The stellar parameters of the 104 WD+AFGK
binaries (125 RAVE spectra) are listed in Table A2 in the
Appendix.
The stellar parameters of the TGAS-LAMOST
WD+AFGK candidates were determined from the
LAMOST Stellar Parameter pipeline (LASP; Luo et al.
2015). LASP determines the stellar parameters by
template matching with the ELODIE empirical library
(Prugniel & Soubiran 2001). The stellar parameters of
the AFGK companions of 82 WD+AFGK binaries are
listed in Table A2 of the Appendix too.
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In brief, of the 186 WD+AFGK binaries with avail-
able RAVE/LAMOST spectra shown in Table A2, 154
have available RAVE/LAMOST stellar parameters and
S/N> 30. Their log g vs. Teff diagram is shown
in Figure 7. The black/red dots in Figure 3 flag the
dwarfs/giants classified in Section 5.1. The log g vs. Teff
diagram based on the RAVE/LAMOST stellar param-
eters roughly agrees with our dwarf/giant classification
based on the Gaia DR2 HR diagram. The discrepancies
should be due to the larger uncertainties of the stellar
parameters measured from LAMOST and RAVE spec-
tra. Figure 8 shows the comparison of spectroscopic Teff
(black/red dots for RAVE/LAMOST respectively) with
photometric ones presented in Appendix Table A1. We
can see large deviations between them, ∼ 290 K, espe-
cially for high Teff ones (hotter than ∼ 6500 K), which
further imply the relatively large uncertainties of stellar
parameters from RAVE/LAMOST spectra.
5.3. High resolution spectroscopic analysis
At first, we measure the stellar parameters (Teff ,
log g, [Fe/H]) from the high-resolution spectra of 104
WD+AFGK binaries. These were obtained by using the
v2019.03.02 version of the freely distributed code iSpec
(Blanco-Cuaresma et al. 2014; Blanco-Cuaresma 2019).
Specifically, we used the spectral synthesis method, uti-
lizing the radiative transfer code SPECTRUM (Gray
& Corbally 1994), the MARCS grid of model atmo-
spheres (Gustafsson et al. 2008), solar abundances from
Grevesse et al. (2007), and the version 5 of the GES
atomic line list (Heiter et al. 2015) between 420 and
920 nm. Furthermore, before the analysis, we co-added
all the duplicated spectra (after applying the RV shift
correction) to increase the S/N.
When performing the fitting, the initial set of atmo-
spheric parameters we used were the photometric Teff ,
log g based on SED fitting and the initial [Fe/H] was set
to 0.0 dex. Because of the relatively low S/N achieved
during our observations (20–30)2, we managed to de-
rive the stellar parameters for 55 (which have relatively
good spectral quality) of the 104 stars, which are shown
in Appendix Table A3.
Then the stellar masses and radii are derived by us-
ing the PARAM 1.33, which is a Bayesian PARSEC-
isochrones (Bressan et al. 2012) fitting code for the esti-
mation of stellar parameters (da Silva et al. 2006). The
spectroscopic Teff , log g together with the APASS V mag
and Gaia DR2 parallax, are used as the input param-
2 Note that these values are good enough for measuring reliable
RVs.
3 http://stev.oapd.inaf.it/cgi-bin/param 1.3
Figure 9. Top panels: the upper panel shows the single-star
SED best-fit for one of the WD+AFGK binary candidates,
TYC 3883-1104-1 (TGAS source ID: 1623107002022578304),
while the lower panel shows the error-normalized residuals.
Bottom panels: as above, but for the binary-star SED fit.
The black dots represent the available photometry for this
star. The red and blue spectra represent the best-fitting
AFGK and WD models. The composite model spectra of
the WD+AFGK binary is shown in gray.
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Figure 10. The corner plots of binary SED fitting solu-
tion for TYC 3883-1101-1, showing the correlations between
fitted parameters. Superindex parameter “1” and “2” cor-
respond to the AFGK and WD star respectively. The solid
blue curves represent the 1σ contours.
eters to estimate the basic stellar parameters. The de-
rived masses and radii are also listed in Appendix Ta-
ble A3.
5.4. WD contribution to the composite SED
Following the results of the spectral analysis, we at-
tempted to characterize the WD contribution to the
composite SEDs by re-doing the SED-fitting procedure
(i.e. obtaining a binary SED-fit solution) and MCMC
error analysis outlined in Section 2.1 – 2.2; this time,
we included the Koester (2010) grid of synthetic WD
spectra with log g = 8 (which is representative of the
whole WD population) to model the contribution of the
UV-bright companions. As external priors, we imposed
the high resolution spectroscopic log g and [Fe/H], Gaia
DR2 parallaxes, and the single-star photometric Teff , R,
and AV . The composite SED fitting, determines the
WD Teff adapting the other parameters. Due to the
large deviations of RAVE/LAMOST stellar parameters
(as mentioned in Section 5.2), here the binary SED-
fitting is only carried out and tested for binary systems
with available high resolution spectra.
The bottom panels of Figure 9 show an example of
the binary SED fitting solution for one of our close
WD+AFGK candidate (i.e. TYC 3883-1104-1). For
comparison, the top panels show the corresponding sin-
Figure 11. The comparison of Teff values obtained via the
SED fitting, i.e. photometric (upper panel: Teff
S
phot from
single SED fitting, bottom panel: Teff
B
phot from binary SED
fitting) and those determined from the high resolution spec-
tra.
gle SED fitting solution. We can see that the WD Teff
can be estimated after applying the binary SED fitting
solution. Figure 10 shows the correlations between fitted
parameters.
Figure 11 shows the comparison between the high res-
olution spectroscopic Teff and photometric Teff (upper
panel: single SED fitting Teff
S
phot, bottom panel: binary
SED fitting Teff
B
phot). In the upper panel, the Teff differ-
ence has a standard deviation of around 200 K. While
in the bottom panel, when using the binary SED fit-
ting Teff
B
phot, the Teff difference goes down to 178 K,
which shows a relative improvement of Teffphot when us-
ing binary SED fitting. The overall tendency is to find
spectroscopic values slightly higher than the photomet-
ric ones (∼50–150 K), a result which was also obtained
for single stars by Zhou et al. (2019), especially above
5500 K. Although there is slight disagreement between
Teffphot and Teffspec and our target selection is based
on Teffphot, those targets with available high resolution
spectroscopic Teff still well fall within our cuts as shown
in Figure 1.
6. DISCUSSION
6.1. Close binary fraction
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In our final sample, we have identified 23 close
WD+AFGK binaries (13 dwarfs, 10 giants), and 128
wide binary candidates (64 dwarf, 64 giants) from our
RV values. This translates into a close binary fraction
of 15% (dwarf: 17%, giant: 14%).
As discussed in Paper II, the RVs measured from
higher resolution spectra are more sensitive to detect
binaries with longer (≥ 100 d) orbital periods and lower
(& 5 deg) inclinations. Hence the close binary fraction
measured from high-resolution spectroscopy should be
more reliable.
If we only take into account the RVs measured from
our XL216 and SPM high-resolution spectra, we find 19
close binary system (10 dwarfs, 9 giants) and 85 wide
binary candidates (32 dwarfs, 53 giants). Thus the close
binary fraction is 18% (24% for dwarfs and 15% for gi-
ants).
The close binary fraction of WD+AFGK binaries har-
boring dwarf companions is higher than the 10% fraction
we derived in Paper II. This can be explained as follows.
First, the results from Paper II are based on a consider-
ably smaller sample than the one used here (63 objects
with high-resolution spectra). Second, and more impor-
tant, the time baseline between the XL216 and SPM
observations performed here is considerably larger than
in the observations presented in Paper II, which allows
to identify longer-period systems.
Our results also indicate that ∼ 14% of our studied
giant AFGK stars display RV variations. It is far away
from the scope of this paper to confirm or disprove
whether these variations are due to binary membership
or pulsations (Wood et al. 2004; Nicholls et al. 2009)
or other intrinsic mechanisms such as solar-type oscilla-
tions (Hekker 2007).
6.2. Stellar parameter distributions of the AFGK stars
Based on the high resolution spectroscopic parame-
ters from Table A3, we present the distribution of stellar
parameters (i.e. mass, Teff , log g, [Fe/H] and radius) of
close/wide systems harboring AFGK dwarfs (11) in Fig-
ure 12. The parameter distribution of close/wide (2/9)
systems are shown in red/blue color, respectively. From
Figure 12, we can see that for these 11 AFGK dwarfs the
masses cluster around ∼ 1.0 M. The mass distribution
of close and wide binaries are very similar. The same
is true for the Teff , log g, [Fe/H], and radius distribu-
tions. Both the close/wide systems have Teff between
5600–6600 K, log g∼ 4 – 5 dex, [Fe/H] between −0.6 and
+0.1 dex, radius between 0.85 – 1.3 R. A much larger
sample of binaries harboring AFGK dwarfs with accu-
rate high resolution spectroscopic parameter determi-
nations is necessary to further investigate possible dif-
Figure 12. The histogram distributions of the high resolu-
tion spectroscopic parameters of AFGK dwarfs (11) includ-
ing mass, Teff , log g, [Fe/H], and radius. The red and blue
lines show the close (2) and wide (9) WD+AFGK candidates
respectively.
ferences between the stellar parameter distribution of
close/wide binaries.
Figure 13 is similar to Figure 12, but represents the
systems containing giant AFGK companions (44). It be-
comes obvious that the parameters distribution of these
giants are very different from those of arising from the
dwarf sample. For the giants, both the close and wide
systems have two mass peaks around 1.3 and 1.9 M.
The distributions of Teff , log g, and radius of close and
wide systems in giant samples do not show clear differ-
ence neither. Unlike we found in the dwarf samples, the
Teff of the giant samples is clustered around a relatively
colder temperature of ∼ 5000 K. The [Fe/H] distribution
of the giant samples are between −0.6 and 0.1 dex, which
are very similar to the dwarf samples. It is also worth
noting that the wide systems in the giant sample seem to
be slightly metal poor (peaks around −0.3 to −0.2 dex)
as compared to those that are part of close systems (with
a peak between −0.2 and −0.1 dex), which maybe due
to the observational selection effect.
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Figure 13. Similar to Figure 12, but for giants (44). The red
and blue lines show the close (5) and wide (39) WD+AFGK
candidates respectively.
Furthermore, the stellar parameters distributions of
close/wide systems we obtained here may suffer from
observational selection effects. The telescopes we used
are of two-meters (XL216 and SPM), which can only ob-
serve the very bright stars when equipped with a high
resolution Echelle spectrograph. In order to observe as
many objects as possible and to improve the observation
efficiency, we prioritized observations of the brighter ob-
jects in our sample. To put into contest this effect, in
Figure 14 we show the histogram distributions of the VT
magnitudes of all the WD+AFGK candidates compared
to those we observed at high-resolution. We can clearly
see that the targets we observed are generally brighter
than 11 mag, which is close to the limiting magnitude
of two-meters telescope equipped with high resolution
spectrograph.
To investigate possible observational selection effects
on the parameter distributions, the bottom panel of Fig-
ure 15 shows the VT vs. photometric Teff for all the
WD+AFGK candidates and those with high resolution
observations. The upper panel shows their correspond-
ing histogram distribution of Teff . Inspection of the fig-
ure reveals the fraction of observed targets are relatively
Figure 14. The histogram distribution of VT magnitudes
of all the WD+AFGK candidates (gray filled steps) and high
resolution spectroscopic observed ones by XL216 and SPM
(black filled steps).
Figure 15. The VT magnitude vs. photometric Teff for all
the WD+AFGK candidates (gray dots), and those observed
by XL216 (red dots), SPM (blue dots), XL216+SPM (i.e.
both observed by XL216 and SPM, green dots). The dots
and triangles mark the dwarfs/giants respectively. The hor-
izontal gray dashed line marks the VT = 11 mag line. The
upper small panel shows the histogram distribution of pho-
tometric Teff of those high resolution observed ones (black
filled steps) and all the WD+AFGK candidates (gray filled
steps). The horizontal gray dashed lines in the bottom panel
shows the VT = 11 mag.
low near 6000 K (most are dwarfs), while most of the
targets near 5000 K were observed due to their intrinsic
brightness (most are giants). Thus, we can easily explain
the difference between the Teff distribution in Figure 12
and Figure 13. But this observational selection effects
do not affect the close binary fractions we measured in
Section 6.1.
6.3. Stellar parameter distributions of WD
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Figure 16. The histogram distributions of TWDeff determined
from binary SED fitting.
By using the binary SED fitting solutions for those
WD+AFGK candidates with available high resolu-
tion spectroscopic stellar parameters (in Appendix Ta-
ble A3), the WD Teff can be determined at the same
time as described in Section 5.4. Figure 16 plots the his-
togram of the TWDeff . We can see that the distribution
of WD Teff has a peak around 10 000 – 30 000 K, which
agrees with the TWDeff distributions from the WD+M bi-
nary sample (Rebassa-Mansergas et al. 2016).
6.4. Space density of WD+AFGK binaries
Our WD+AFGK binary sample has available Gaia
parallaxes, hence it is possible to infer their distances.
We obtain these values from the catalog of Bailer-Jones
et al. (2018) and the corresponding histogram is shown
in Figure 17, where we can see that our binaries are
located in the 10∼ 858 pc range, peaking at ∼ 250 –
300 pc. For comparison, Toonen et al. (2017) present
a 20 pc sample of WD plus AFGKM main-sequence bi-
naries (WDMS), which is more complete and includes
2 unresolved WDMS and 24 resolved WDMS. Our
WD+AFGK sample extends this census up to ∼ 850 pc,
although it is not complete due to the possible incom-
pleteness of Gaia or GALEX, especially in the Galactic
plane, which isn’t covered by GALEX.
Jime´nez-Esteban et al. (2018) analyses the complete-
ness of the WD population accessible by Gaia as a func-
tion of the parallax relative error (see their Figure 1),
from which it is possible to see how the distance af-
fects the completeness of the Gaia WD sample. If we
assume a similar distance effect in our binary sample,
and considering that the distance distribution of our
WD+AFGK binaries peaks around 300 pc, we can as-
sume a completeness of ∼ 50% for our sample. If we
further add the incompleteness of GALEX and the fact
that we are biased towards the detection of relatively
hot WDs, then the incompleteness of our WD+AFGK
sample should be severely lower than 50%.
Figure 17. The histogram distributions of distances of the
WD+AFGK binaries.
From the distance information, we can estimate the
space density ρ of our WD+AFGK binaries just in-
tegrating the number of objects in the volume con-
sidered and incorporating the scale height of the thin
disk (322 pc, Chen et al. 2017) as a weighting factor in
the integral (Schreiber & Ga¨nsicke 2003). The calcula-
tion yields ρ= 1.9×10−6 pc−3. However, as our sample
is not complete, this value should be considered as a
lower limit. Furthermore, with the aim of considering a
volume-limited sample rather than a magnitude-limited
one, we also estimate the space density for distances
within 200 pc, which results in 10.5×10−6 pc−3. Given
that the WDs in these WD+AFGK binaries are gener-
ally hot, henceforth detectable via their UV excess, this
result should also be considered as a lower limit.
7. SUMMARY
As one of a series of papers aiming at constraining
the past and future evolution of close compact binaries,
here we presented the identification of WD+AFGK bi-
naries from the TGAS and Gaia DR2 databases. We se-
lected 814 WD+AFGK binary candidates through the
detection of UV-excess, out of which we selected 775
candidates after excluding possible contaminants. An
extensive high resolution spectroscopic follow-up cam-
paign has been carried out to obtain at least two high
precision RVs separated at different nights for each of
the selected WD+AFGK binaries. 214 high resolution
spectra (R∼ 49 800) were obtained from the Xinglong
2.16 m telescope for 93 WD+AFGK binary, and 50 high
resolution (R∼ 20 000) spectra were obtained for 22
WD+AFGK binaries. Furthermore, all the available
spectroscopic sky survey data like LAMOST DR6 low
resolution spectra and RAVE DR5 medium resolution
spectra were also used to identify as many close binaries
as possible.
We provide 517 RVs for 275 of our WD+AFGK bi-
naries, from which we identify 23 close binaries via RV
variations and 128 likely wide binaries. Interestingly, we
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find a relatively large percentage of WD+AFGK sys-
tems containing giants displaying RV variations. The
close binary fraction we derive for WD+AFGK contain-
ing dwarf stars is around 24%. The close binary frac-
tion for dwarf companions (24%) is higher than that for
giant companions (15%). The atmospheric parameters
(Teff , log g, [Fe/H]), as well as stellar mass and radius of
the AFGK companions are provided from the high res-
olution spectroscopy. The stellar parameters and mass
distributions of the close and wide binaries are similar.
Based on the Gaia distance, a lower limit of space den-
sity of WD+AFGK binary candidates is estimated to
be 1.9×10−6 pc−3, which increases to 10.5×10−6 pc−3
for samples within 200 pc.
Most of the close binaries found from this work are in-
trinsically bright (most are brighter than 11 mag), thus
are easy to be followed-up in the near future for measur-
ing their orbital periods and component masses. This
will allow us to study the past and future evolution of
these systems and thus improve our understanding of
common envelope evolution and investigate possible for-
mation channels for SN Ia.
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Table A2. The spectroscopic information of TGAS-RAVE/LAMOST WD+AFGK binaries
Name HJD S/N Teff log g Metallicity Flag
(d) (K) (dex) (dex)
TYC 1010-403-1 2457860.34272 220.67 · · · · · · · · · LAMOST
TYC 1010-403-1 2457917.19322 223.53 · · · · · · · · · LAMOST
TYC 1020-875-1 2457528.30082 87.18 6808.76±23.13 4.053±0.038 −0.139±0.022 LAMOST
TYC 12-20-1 2456199.24772 1.56 · · · · · · · · · LAMOST
TYC 1246-582-1 2457018.06924 261.65 · · · · · · · · · LAMOST
TYC 1246-582-1 2457662.37084 5.43 · · · · · · · · · LAMOST
TYC 1246-850-1 2457662.37087 493.05 · · · · · · · · · LAMOST
TYC 1287-1768-1 2456946.36737 439.64 · · · · · · · · · LAMOST
TYC 1380-957-1 2456283.23496 156.63 5915.45±19.50 4.321±0.032 0.130±0.017 LAMOST
TYC 1389-1680-1 2458168.07737 205.37 5719.85±21.30 3.987±0.034 0.008±0.018 LAMOST
TYC 1428-81-1 2457444.25195 6.34 · · · · · · · · · LAMOST
TYC 1451-111-1 2456021.14327 142.35 · · · · · · · · · LAMOST
TYC 1451-111-1 2457435.39474 267.49 6217.27±11.67 4.255±0.017 −0.198±0.009 LAMOST
TYC 1451-111-1 2457438.31629 3.65 · · · · · · · · · LAMOST
TYC 1478-39-1 2456757.25111 121.55 · · · · · · · · · LAMOST
TYC 1507-49-1 2457475.34315 0.33 · · · · · · · · · LAMOST
TYC 1557-1803-1 2457497.31875 421.86 6371.38±13.33 4.100±0.018 −0.221±0.011 LAMOST
TYC 1719-425-1 2456202.13169 9.65 · · · · · · · · · LAMOST
TYC 1742-1301-1 2456551.17560 458.08 5814.84±11.86 4.278±0.016 −0.169±0.010 LAMOST
TYC 1742-1301-1 2456551.21249 394.91 5828.02±12.11 4.300±0.017 −0.159±0.010 LAMOST
TYC 1742-1301-1 2457327.11410 516.72 5831.32±14.65 4.356±0.020 −0.160±0.012 LAMOST
TYC 1749-1463-1 2456589.20749 166.29 6381.57±15.88 4.207±0.026 −0.038±0.014 LAMOST
TYC 1758-2133-1 2456202.25293 9.68 · · · · · · · · · LAMOST
TYC 1761-51-1 2456202.22094 540.92 · · · · · · · · · LAMOST
TYC 1768-162-1 2456675.98709 268.90 · · · · · · · · · LAMOST
TYC 1783-665-1 2456571.27033 272.20 5532.58±17.39 4.383±0.026 −0.748±0.014 LAMOST
TYC 1783-665-1 2457356.16870 315.84 5565.33±17.42 4.400±0.024 −0.736±0.014 LAMOST
TYC 1784-1075-1 2456571.27034 426.26 6491.27±10.73 4.152±0.015 0.022±0.009 LAMOST
TYC 1784-1075-1 2457356.16872 513.54 6518.88± 8.56 4.149±0.012 −0.001±0.007 LAMOST
TYC 1821-1013-1 2456663.00263 359.90 6618.26±20.61 4.141±0.029 −0.319±0.017 LAMOST
TYC 1821-1013-1 2456967.27996 183.26 6611.93±15.11 4.120±0.024 −0.276±0.013 LAMOST
TYC 1914-31-1 2456280.28387 146.54 6980.44±37.64 4.072±0.062 0.291±0.034 LAMOST
TYC 1986-2176-1 2457003.42890 173.38 5859.00±18.25 4.407±0.030 −0.175±0.016 LAMOST
TYC 1986-2176-1 2457528.03422 177.26 5825.61±21.79 4.340±0.035 −0.229±0.019 LAMOST
TYC 2023-752-1 2458138.42031 259.92 5620.74±15.63 4.154±0.024 −0.511±0.013 LAMOST
TYC 2027-86-1 2456063.15284 99.70 6358.69±23.44 4.284±0.039 −0.279±0.022 LAMOST
TYC 2027-86-1 2456084.07977 77.06 6304.67±25.67 4.249±0.042 −0.321±0.024 LAMOST
TYC 2036-1214-1 2457085.35397 188.02 6177.14±12.47 4.294±0.020 −1.120±0.011 LAMOST
TYC 2036-1214-1 2458256.23926 43.16 6150.94±69.68 4.188±0.115 −1.193±0.067 LAMOST
TYC 2298-197-1 2457297.27205 520.90 6699.88± 9.60 4.209±0.013 −0.195±0.008 LAMOST
TYC 2336-231-1 2456255.18835 456.74 6922.95± 9.72 4.210±0.013 −0.518±0.008 LAMOST
TYC 236-1252-1 2455974.17818 161.87 5591.08±30.89 4.275±0.050 −0.164±0.027 LAMOST
TYC 236-1252-1 2457026.29595 94.45 5587.54±25.24 4.243±0.042 −0.197±0.024 LAMOST
TYC 2472-1279-1 2457358.35211 149.82 6121.30±21.22 4.339±0.035 0.152±0.019 LAMOST
TYC 2506-1107-1 2456769.05532 98.86 5872.37±29.96 4.212±0.049 −0.203±0.028 LAMOST
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
Note—Here we list the Name, Heliocentric Julian Dates (HJD) of the RAVE/LAMOST spectrum, S/N, and stellar
parameters (the Teff , log g, and metallicity of the companion. For RAVE data, metallicity is the [m/H], while for
LAMOST, it’s the [Fe/H]). The last column flags the origin of the data, i.e. RAVE or LAMOST. “ · · · ”
indicates that no parameter is available. The entire table is provided in the electronic version of the paper.
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